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Application software packages have been multiplying at an almost exponential rate 
over the last ten years. As more and more of these packages come onto the market, 
the need for readable, easily accessed user documentation also grows. Software 
producers/distributors must find ways of meeting “non-computer type” users’ 
documentation needs if they wish to sell their products. Attractive, effective 
documentation can become a major marketing tool. 
 

Documentation appears in a variety of types and formats.  There is internal or on-
line documentation, integrated right into the application software.  No need for paper.  
All the documentation can be accessed directly on the screen.  There is also a broad 
range of external documentation such as printed manuals, video cassettes and even 
interactive videodiscs.  The most common form of documentation still is, of course, the 
printed manual. 
 

Choice of documentation type and format depends on a number of factors. Among 
these are user context (Under what conditions is the software used?), development 
costs (How much money is there for documentation?), time constraints (How soon must 
we get this software out?), and, probably the most poorly dealt with, user characteristics 
(What is the user like? What experience with computers? What knowledge of the 
software content area? What experience with similar types of software?) 
 

This paper provides some suggestions for creating effective user documentation.  It 
especially focuses on user characteristics. The point of view of the paper is that the 
user is the starting point for creating effective documentation. It is for users that an 
application software is created in the first place. Unfortunately users do not seem to 
have it very easy when they try to master a software. Many only acquire very 
rudimentary skills in its use.  Few acquire high level skills. There appear to be a host of 
problems that plague user-learners of application software packages as they try to 
make these perform according to their needs. Significant among the problems are 
those that stem from the user's own inherent characteristics and behaviors. 
 
 

User Problems 
 
 One of the frequently repeated designer complaints is that users do not take the 
time to read documentation. A major reason for this apparently aberrant user behavior 
is that users are active and that user manuals rarely deal with their specific, immediate 
needs. Previous experience with unsatisfactory manuals leads them to seek alternate 
means for learning how to use a software package (e.g. a colleague, a course, trial and 
error). Once they have acquired minimal competencies, with the software, they rarely 
turn to the manual to advance further.  They remain satisfied with their current levels of 
capability.  Studies on use of software documentation conducted by Carroll and his 
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research team over thousands of hours of observation, reveal the following: 
 
 Users tend to: 
 
Feel overwhelmed and confused.  The first problem for a user is to clearly define goals 
(e.g. print a document) and then figure out ways of achieving them.  If users are not 
even aware that certain functions exist, how can they use them appropriately?  They 
also have to figure out the structure of the software documentation in order to make 
optimal use of its contents.  This requires discrimination between procedures, 
explanations, exercises, etc.  So much to do, to read, to assimilate...It all becomes too 
much. 
 
Act prematurely. Documentation designers often create introductions and summaries to 
facilitate comprehension.  Users however tend to skip over these parts in order to get 
right to those sections that deal with tasks they want to accomplish.  They miss getting 
the “Big Picture”, which frequently leads to problems. 
 
Skip steps.  Users also skip over explanations that do not seem to provide direct and 
immediate solutions to help them perform the task at hand.  They thus miss out on 
important information or critical prerequisite steps. 
 
Interpret rather than read.  Users draw from previous experience and then, by analogy, 
make interpretations about how the system works.  Often these interpretations are 
inaccurate or incomplete. 
 
Not keep their eye on the screen.  Detailed, step-by step explanations force users to 
shift their gaze from manual (or other type of documentation) to screen and back.  This 
creates discontinuity of focus and a weakening of the relationship between keyboard 
action and consequences.  Once users complete a procedure, they may end up 
perplexed about their results, unsure of how they got them or whether they could repeat 
what they had just done. 
 
Want to accomplish “real” tasks.  The main reason users bother with application 
software is to produce something useful for themselves.  They tend to ignore actions 
that do not help them achieve this end.  The result is skills/knowledge gaps that prevent 
users from attaining what they want. 

 
 Why do users, who have enough trouble with problems arising from the software 
itself, seem to create additional difficulties for themselves -- ones resulting from their 
own counter-productive behaviors?  Research on this phenomenon provides an 
intriguing answer: the active user paradox. 
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The Active User Paradox 
 
 Active user behaviors are paradoxical in two respects.  Carroll and Rosson (1987) 
have named these the paradox of “production” and "assimilation".  In the “production” 
paradox, the user is motivated to obtain a product or result.   This motivation is 
desirable and provides a means for linking concrete reinforcement to achievement of 
the work task.  However, this self-same motivation also acts to decrease the desire to 
learn the full potential of the system.  The consequences of this surfeit of motivation is 
that the user ends up repeating the same few procedures -- those that s/he already 
knows -- in order to produce. 
 
 Another common user behavior is that of drawing from prior knowledge to deal with 
new situations.  The user creates analogies between known systems and new ones.  
This behavior provides the user with both advantages and drawbacks.  This is the 
“assimilation” paradox.  The main virtue of an analogy is that it facilitates the creation of 
“schemata” (organized knowledge clusters) that permit the interpretation of facts.  On 
the other hand, analogies can be inaccurate and generate false comparisons between 
two systems (e.g. typewriter versus word processor).  It prevents the user from 
exploiting all the functions and potential of the new system. 
 

Some recommendations 
 
 To overcome the active user paradox, we suggest, as does Carroll, that designers 
produce minimal documentation.  This means designing brief manuals (or on-line 
documents) that eliminate all non-essential content.  In addition, such manuals should 
focus on getting the user immediately involved in concrete, meaningful tasks.  Minimal 
manuals can stimulate users to create inferences and acquire concepts about the 
internal structure and operation of the software.  These concepts can help to build a 
"conceptual model" of the software system.  The outcome is a picture of how all the 
pieces fit together.  The user's understanding of the potential of the software increases. 
 

Besides being minimal, the documentation should also be: 
 
Task-oriented.  This means structuring the documentation based on tasks users desire 
to accomplish and not on the software's technical characteristics.  As much as possible, 
designers should create documentation with "active" in mind.  It should encourage them 
to explore and coordinate their actions with what is happening on the screen.  It should 
also give them a sense of control over their learning.  The documentation should point 
out where  potential errors might occur and propose solutions.   In manuals of this 
nature, tables of contents would include such titles as: Type a letter; Print a letter; 
Create a letterhead. Inside you might find items such as these: 
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Creating Text 

 
Let's make magic!   Scenario™ allows you to superimpose any screen you create over 
any previous screen.  Want to try one of these examples below?  Or would you prefer 
to look them over and then make up one that you can use in your own work...? 
 

 

 

 

How about creating a menu now for your program?  If you're too tired, you can quit at 
this point since your two steps are saved.  Remove your diskettes and turn off the 
computer.  If you wish to go on,... 

 

 

 Little Bugs That Might Bug You  

 

If this happens... ...do this. 

 You selected the wrong option.  No problem! Press        CTRL      Break  

and you return to where 

you were before.  Select again. 

 You entered the wrong SECTION and/or STEP 

number. 

1. If you haven't yet pressed ,  just press 

BACKSPACE.  (See the keyboard page 1.4).  

Then enter the correct number and press . 

2. If you have pressed , press 

 CTRL      Break  and repeat your selection  

                       correctly. 

 During the preparation of your work diskette, 

you get the same repeated message to insert 

the DOS diskette. 

 If in fact you have inserted a DOS diskette and 

you still get this message, either your DOS is 

defective or you are not using a suitable 

version of DOS 2.0 (or a later version). 

 In the start up phase, you try to use a 

previously used diskette as your work diskette.  

Scenario refuses to accept it. 

 Sorry.  We believe in recycling, but sometimes 

Scenario cannot deal with a previously used 

diskette.  You'll have to use a new blank one. 

 
 

Clear, precise, concise.  The quality of the writing is a key element in the design of user 
documentation.  Besides clarity and precision, conciseness ranks high as a desirable 
documentation feature. 
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Example: 
 
 

To Type In A Text 

 
 Insert your program diskette into drive A and turn on the computer. Notice that after 

about 30 seconds, a menu labeled SELECTION appears on the screen. 
 
 Insert your work diskette into drive B. You are now almost ready to type in, print out 

or save your texts. 
  

 Select TYPE from the SELECTION menu. This lets you type in and print out your 
texts. Follow the directions on the screen to make your selection. 

 

NOTES: 

 
1. After each operation, press the Return key. 

 
2. Your work diskette is called "Letters". 

 

 HELP: 

If you make an error as you type, don't worry. 

 Made a typo? ----> Press Delete. It erases the last letter typed. 
 

 Want to erase----> Press the Control key.  Hold it down and  
a whole line?          press Cancel.  The line disappears. 

 

 

 
 

 
Comprehensible.  Keep the writing at the language level of the user. Use a simple 
vocabulary that the basic user understands. Avoid unnecessary jargon. Avoid the 
passive voice which is more impersonal than the active. Be polite and respectful in 
tone. 
 

 
Example: 
 

Press the Return key and a menu will appear. This menu lets you choose from 
among a number of tasks you can do. Press the number of the task you would 
like to try. 
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Do not be too dry and directive (e.g. Press Return. Select task number.). On the other 
hand, do not be overly friendly (e.g. Press Return and a really neat menu appears...). 
 
Easy to consult.  If documentation is supposed to answer questions the user is asking, 
its structure should facilitate finding the required information. Good documentation 
should contain: 

 
 A table of contents, an index and clearly visible, legible titles and headings.  
 
 Pages that are well laid out, clearly numbered and uncluttered.  

 
Studies on documentation use show that users refer to tables of contents and indexes 
only about 25% of the time. Ninety per cent of users flip pages to hunt for information. 
This suggests that designers should place lots of clues and cues in highly visible places 
to assist users. 
 
Transparent.  This is especially important for on-line documentation. Make it very easy 
for the user to access information rapidly. Below is an example drawn from Training 
magazine (March, 1988, p.72). Notice in figures 1-4 how the items in the menu on the 
upper left hand side of the screen are clear and easy to locate/read.  All the user has to 
do to access a menu item, is place the cursor on it and select. 
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Intelligent.  The designer should build the documentation based on a clear and accurate 
picture of the user's characteristics and knowledge. The artificial intelligence literature 
speaks of adapting to the user -- of gradually creating a portrait of the user. Integrating 
intelligent tutoring programs into each application software is still a long way off, but 
designers can build into their documentation some form of "intelligence". This requires 
that they: 
 

 Carry out a thorough user analysis to draw up a clear portrait of the various 
user sub-group characteristics. 

 
 Structure the documentation in terms of tasks and situations users 

require/will face. 
 

 Break the documentation into succinct modules rather than long chapters. 
 

 Foresee potential problems related to each task and each module and warn 
users of these -- with solutions. Provide easy-to-follow trouble-shooting 
guides. 

 
Friendly.  The style of the documentation should be that of a conversation -- of a 
dialogue. The documentation should talk to the user in a polite, personal tone as if it 
were a professional, caring consultant. 
 
Consistent throughout.  Whether on paper or screen, the same types of information 
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should appear in the same way in the same places. Notice in the example from Training 
how there is consistency from one screen to the other. The most important part is the 
work area. It is always a large square to the right of the screen. All information and 
practice exercises appear in a vertical window, superimposed over the work area 
(figures 2 and 3). 
 
 
Conclusion 

 
It is possible to create excellent user documentation. To do this, you must start with 

users' needs, acceptance of their "active" nature, their true level of skills/knowledge and 
their language/style preferences. Help users accomplish their tasks quickly through 
minimal documentation. Only give them what they immediately require to get the task 
done (but also tell them where they can find more). Encourage inference and help 
foster development of an internal "conceptual model" of the software. Use a simple, 
direct tone without pretension or technical jargon. Include an index. Read more about 
how to design and develop effective documentation. Consult the references below. 
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